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Amazon.com: Batman/Aliens (9781569713051): Dark Horse ... The aliens are great, but theirs only 4 of them but one thats like 10 times bigger then batman shows
up a the end.puls all these other D.C./Darkhorse crossovers like SvA,(superman),SvP,Greenlantern v.s alien,are just gay. Batman/Aliens | Batman Wiki | FANDOM
powered by Wikia Batman/Aliens is a comic book crossover feautring an epic battle between Batman and the creatures from the Alien films. It is written by Ron
Martz, with art by Bernie Wrightson and published by Dark Horse and DC Comics in 1997. Batman/Aliens - Wikipedia Batman/Aliens is a crossover between the
Batman and Aliens comic book franchises. It was published in 1997.A sequel was released in 2003.

Batman/Aliens comic | Read Batman/Aliens comic online in ... Amongst the Mayan ruins of the Amazon forest, the Dark Knight of Gotham is out of his element as
he faces an intergalactic infestation of . . . Aliens. Issue(s. Batman/Aliens by Ron Marz - Goodreads Batman finds himself in a shameless crossover with Dark Horse's
Aliens franchise in this volume. Investigating a downed alien craft in the Mayan jungles, Batman and a group of soldiers find themselves trapped with the vicious
xenomorphs. Batman/Aliens | Xenopedia | FANDOM powered by Wikia Batman/Aliens was eventually followed by a sequel, Batman/Aliens II, from December
2002-February 2003. In the overall Dark Horse crossover comics line , Batman/Aliens was preceded by Tarzan versus Predator: At the Earth's Core , and was was
followed by Predator versus Judge Dredd.

Batman vs Aliens | eBay BATMAN VS. ALIENS (DARK HORSE) (DC) (Series Began 1997) Issue #2 comics in Very Fine condition. Published by Dark Horse
Comics. Very Fine - An excellent copy with outstanding eye appeal. Sharp, bright... Superman and Batman vs Aliens and Predator (2007) #1 NM/MT Dark Horse
DC. DC Comics/Dark Horse: Aliens review - Batman News DC Comics/Dark Horse: Aliens starts with two well-written, enjoyable stories that embrace the horror
and the absurdity promised in this sort of crossover. Unfortunately, things slide down from there. Batman/Aliens Vol 1 | DC Database | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Batman/Aliens was a limited series published in 1997. It was an Intercompany Crossover, published jointly by DC (who owns Batman) and Dark Horse Comics (who
owned the lic Batman/Aliens was a limited series published in 1997.

Superman and Batman versus Aliens and Predator - Wikipedia Superman and Batman versus Aliens and Predator is a comic book co-published by DC Comics and
Dark Horse Comics. It was written by Mark Schultz , with art by Ariel Olivetti . It is a crossover in which Superman and Batman have to battle both the Aliens and
Predator.
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